IUSY leadership should end its hypocrisy

Researchers of Information systems of political science believe that the resistance of IS implementations with an political organisation is a clear sign of corruption.

It's been more than 4 years since the IUSY congress of 2016 adopted a resolution that focuses on using technology for more transparency and inclusion which has been later discussed and adopted again at IUSY congress of 2018.

IUSY presidium has deliberately refuse to start the implementations of above mentioned resolution.

IUSY is getting lots of funds from EU as well as OLF Palm centre, those money comes from the EU tax buyers.

We are demanding the following:

We request the IUSY presidium to give full explanations for the real reasons behind not implementing that resolution.

We request the IUSY presidium to give a time frame for that implementation.
We are warning that any resistance or delaying the implementation will trigger a legal action at the relevant EU court either in Vienna or Brussels.

KINDLY NOTE THAT THE LATEST DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESOLUTIONS TO THE IUSY SECRETARIAT IS 17 FEBRUARY AT 23:59 CET. RESOLUTIONS MUST BE SENT TO congress@iusy.org.